Abstract
Introduction

39
Next-generation sequencing techniques enable researchers to access far more massive amounts of data 40 than previously available. Specifically, RNA-seq procedures provide a plethora of information regarding the 41 genetic expression levels of various organisms across multiple conditions at a high resolution [1, 2] . Naturally 42 arising from this information is the concept of DEGs, which are genes that have expression levels determined 43 to be significantly differentially expressed across two or more conditions. Cuffdiff [3, 4] , edgeR [5] , and 44 DESeq2 [6] are three widely-used tools to determine which genes are differentially expressed, based on 45 quantifications of expressed genes derived from computational analyses of raw RNA-seq reads (e.g.,
46
mapping [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and assembly [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] 
66
DEG counts, MA plots, volcano plots, and Four-way plots-as shown in Figure 1 and Examples S1-S9.
67
Additionally, matrices of all pair-wise comparisons can be generated with scatterplots, MA plots, and volcano 4 plots (Examples S4, S7, and S9, respectively). All the visualizations can be classified into two tiers, with the
69
Tier 1 functions ( Figure 1A -C, Examples S2-S5) representing more basic information, whereas the Tier 2 70 functions ( Figure 1D -F, Examples S6-S10) being used to derive more advanced information with p-values,
71
fold changes, and mean expression values (Method S1). All generated figures and extracted data can then 72 be saved and used for further purposes, including reports and publications. 
00
for the treatments need to be specified. comparison to provide valuable global interpretability. Additionally, it is inevitable with most datasets 54 that some points will be extreme relative to the majority of the data, which caused problems when 55 generating visualizations. To address this issue, vsMAPlot scales the window based on the bulk of 56 the data and represents outliers with distinct data points, indicating the magnitude of the outlier 57 based on the size of the point. This process allows for the visualization to present the majority of the 58 10 information in a viewable, usable format that is robust to outliers. Visualizing the data through this 59 approach allows for the comparison of two treatment groups relative to the mean expression value 60 and lfc. The x and y parameters specify how the fold changes are generated (e.g., = 61 2 (sample y/sample x)). would then force each FourWay plot to be too small to collect meaningful interpretations from, thus 21 counteracting the purpose of the package. Secondly, the vsFourWay function already requires 22 three factor levels for comparison-one reference level and two comparison levels. A matrix option 23 for this functionality would then require a minimum of four factor levels, with at least five factor levels 24 being preferred to generate a fully-informative matrix option. This requirement would potentially put 25 most applications out of the scope of the matrix option for the vsFourWay function. 
30
requiring a dataset, factor type, two factor levels, reference factor level, and appropriate tool type. Optional parameters 31 include inclusion/exclusion of the main title, legend, and grid, manual specification of the x-and y-axis limits, lfc threshold
32
(default is 1), and adjusted p-value cutoff (default is 0.05), and specification or returning data in tabular form.
34
Data Extraction 35
It is noteworthy that functions (v), (vii), and (ix) can return interpreting results shown in the 36
visualizations for further analysis and interpretation ( Table 2 ). The data extracted contains all 37 relevant information used to generate the specified figure, including mean expression for the x, y, 38
and control (in the vsFourWay function) factor levels, x-and y-axis values for the relevant figure, an 39 'isDE' column indicating whether the gene ID is differentially expressed based on the adjusted p-40 value threshold, 'color' indicating the color of the data point in the figure-which corresponds to the 41 lfc and adjusted p-value thresholds-and 'size' indicating whether the data point is on the plot or an 42 outlier and magnitude of that outlier. 
50
This is the same parameterization as used in Figure 8 , except data.return = TRUE. This modification will 51 allow the user to extract relevant data from the figure. In this case, the extracted data frame includes mean 52 expression values for the x and y factor levels, log2 fold change (logFC), p-value (pval), adjusted p-value
53
(padj), 'isDE' which represents whether the differential expression is significant, 'color' which signifies the 54 color of the data point corresponding to the adjusted p-value and lfc thresholds, and 'size' which indicates 55 whether the data point is within the plot frame or an outlier of a particular magnitude. 
85
 Nine functions are provided, including six distinct visualizations with three matrix options.
86
 The generated visualizations provide comprehensive views of the DGE results files in highly-
87
informative, publication-quality figures, all of which can be extracted in multiple formats.
88
 ViDGER also provides a useful method for extracting relevant data from the generated figures, which 89 is useful for further interpretation of the DGE results.
91
Supplemental Materials
92
A supplemental file is included with this manuscript that provides more detailed information on the 93 implementation and applications of the ViDGER R/Bioconductor package.
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